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Retail and Hospitality

Tridonic systems in use

Flat luminaire design

Office and Education

ready2mains

Outdoor and Industry

Simple connection, secure configuration

Module QLE IND ADV
Module CLE IND ADV
Driver IND EXC

Into a connected future with sensors

Engine DLA ClickDIM
Driver constant-voltage PRE 
Module SLE G6 ADV, SNC

Efficient light and slim luminaire design

Driver Fixed-Output ADV
Module QLE G1 SNC
ACQ mounting bracket

Read all details about our 
project Müller retail chain on 
page 11. 
 
For further reference stories go  
to www.tridonic.com/references

Müller retail chain

Step by step
The Tridonic 02-16 highlights offer more components 
that bring light from the future into the present. Lighting 
components are not only more refined and efficient, they 
are also more interesting in terms of appearance – for 
example, thanks to delicate constructions that can be 
perfectly integrated into modern designs. There are also 
sensors in smart networks to make life simple. Modern 
systems are no longer limited to new buildings, they also 
save plenty of energy in renovation projects without the 
need for additional wiring. Apart from all the sophisticated 
functions we are constantly increasing light quality, as our 
latest generation of products proves. 
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Sensors
Into a connected future with sensors

The requirements for sensors are higher than ever. Be it dim-
ming, automatic control, neighbourhood function or linking, 
sensors have a wide range of intelligent functions. While the re-
quirement profile is growing, the amount of space required is re-
ducing in line with the size of the luminaires, which are becoming 
increasingly filigree. Tridonic has therefore set itself the target of 
carrying out all sensor functions via a single opening.  

Comfort and security characterise illumination in the future and 
sensors will play a particularly important role in the area of networked 
light. Therefore, it is necessary at the start to support the sensor 
technology with its various features through clever tools. With this, 
both the installation of the sensors and the parameterization can be 
simplified and accelerated.

Tridonic’s current sensor portfolio contains a multitude of potential 
uses in a wide variety of applications:

basicDIM ILD 5DPI 14f control modules mainly prove their quality in 
small offices and free-standing luminaires by reliably actuating up to 
10 DSI or DALI LED Drivers. The two output channels provide an ad-
justable offset from channel 2 to channel 1. A white sensor head and 
also a black variant with a metallic look are available for free-standing 
luminaires for individual design purposes.

basicDIM DGC 5DPI 14f is a digital control module with two output 
channels which have an adjustable offset and an additional relay 
output. Due to the possibility of controling up to 20 DSI or DALI LED 
Drivers, the control module is ideal for use in medium-sized offices 
and classrooms.

DALI MSensor 5DPI 14 combines the sensor system for ambient 
lighting with a motion detector, and is suitable for both surface and 
recess mounting. The light values can be individually adapted using 
the IR6 Remotecontrol, and a comprehensive range of settings can be 
made using the masterCONFIGURATOR.

Tridonic is paving the way for  
connected lighting

One form factor for all sensor applications

DALI MSensor 5DPI 14 
up to 64 luminaires

basicDIM ILD 5DPI 14f 
up to 10 luminaires

basicDIM DGC 5DPI 14f 
up to 20 luminaires

smartSWITCH 5DP 14f 
up to 2 luminaires
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At a glance: smartSWITCH 5DP 14f

 — Standby loss < 0.5 W

 — 50 % energy saving by means of passive switching

 — Adjusted using potentiometers on the back

New rectangular design

At a glance: 5DP 14f mounting kit

 — 19 mm drill holes (same as the previous sensors)

 — Transparent shutter for shrinking the detection area

 — Available in black or white

smartSWITCH 5DP 14f for intelligent luminaires
A shared recess-mounted sensor for light and presence gives a lu-
minaire more intelligence with little cost and effort: Based on passive 
infrared technology (PIR), the sensor detects heat source changes 
and therefore detects the presence of an object. In accordance with 
the natural quantity of light in the room, the light sources automat-
ically switch on as required, with the required luminance and over a 
definable period of time. The light value and the switch-off delay are 
easily set using the two potentiometers on the back of the sensor.

New for all rectangular sensors

Easy to install using the right accessories
Black or white? All of the new Tridonic sensors can be quickly and 
effortlessly fitted in the luminaire using the new 5DPI 14f mounting kit. 
A shutter prevents the light source from switching on when you don’t 
want it to by masking out areas.
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Flat luminaire design
Module CLE and QLE Shallow

CLE Shallow for extra low-profile round pendant and  
ceiling luminaires
LED module CLE Shallow enhances the design factor for round 
pendant and surface-mounted ceiling luminaires in the Retail and 
Hospitality sectors. The short distance between the diffuser and wide 
beam LED chips enables use in extremely shallow luminaires. Several 
versions are available to provide maximum flexibility. Constant lumen 
output ensures perfectly homogeneous illumination even in different 
luminaire designs.

Efficient light and slim  
luminaire design

Energy and cost savings achieved as a result of using LEDs are 
firmly entrenched in the planning of lighting systems. Further de-
velopment of LED systems now aims to customers products that 
offer greater freedom of design. For special design requirements 
in the Retail, Hospitality and Office & Education sectors there are 
now LED module Shallow devices from Tridonic which, thanks to 
their small depth, provide the basis for almost frameless designs 
for luminaires and help create a pleasant atmosphere.

At a glance: Module CLE and QLE Shallow

 — Small distance from PCB to diffuser of < 30 mm

 — Constant lumen output per square metre

 — Different sizes

For square or rectangular pendant  
and surface-‚ mounted  

ceiling luminaires

For round pendant  
and ceiling luminaires

QLE Shallow for extra low-profile panel luminaires 
State-of-the-art technology for design-oriented  luminaires in the 
Offices & Education sector: LED module QLE Shallow features wide-
beam LED chips that enable the distance to the diffuser to be as 
short as 30 mm. With an extremely high efficiency of up to 184 lm/W 
and excellent homogeneity, the QLE Shallow will enhance any slim 
luminaire design and establish itself as the ideal module for extra 
low-profile square or rectangular pendant and surface-mounted 
ceiling luminaires.
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ready2mains tells the current how to communicate 
Configuration and dimming

ready2mains uses the mains cable to transmit 
information: easily, reliably and professionally.
 
Luminaires are controlled and dimmed directly via the mains, with no need  
for any additional wiring. Manufacturers can configure their luminaires with ready-
2mains, saving time and enhancing flexibility. ready2mains reduces production costs 
and installation costs and also reduces possible sources of error.

At a glance: Driver EXC

 — Configurable and dimmable via ready2mains interface, dimming 
range of 100 ... 15 %

 — New I-Select 2 interface for setting the current on the primary side

 — Different designs, optimised for different applications

At a glance: Driver PRE

 — one4all interface supports DALI, DSI, switchDIM and  
corridorFUNCTION

 — Superior dimming performance with dimming range of 100 … 1 %

 — Unique standby losses of < 0.15 W

Flexible configuration and dimming
Are you looking for easy installation combined with high flexibility? 
Then the product range LED Driver EXCITE is the perfect choice. An 
increase in functionality and comfort is provided by the new mains 
interface ready2mains. It enables configuration via the mains wiring 
for all EXCITE LED Drivers, saving time, cost and enhancing flexibility. 
And by using a ready2mains Gateway, they can even be transformed 
into dimmable LED Drivers.

Leader in efficiency and versatility
LED Driver PREMIUM is a future-proof generation of LED Drivers 
characterised by highly advanced functionality and outstanding 
dimming behaviour. Operating windows, optimised for the intended 
applications, ensure efficient operation of a wide range of LED mod-
ules, even across generations.

New with 45 W

New with 45 W/ 
60 W

New with 45 W/ 
60 W

New with 100 W

New with 35 W
New with 60 W

New with 60 W
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DLA ClickDIM

Highlights 02-16

Retail and Hospitality
DLA ClickDIM, driver PRE, module SLE G6 ADV, SNC

At a glance: DLA ClickDIM

 — Two Sizes: 100 mm, 150 mm

 — Perfect beam angle thanks to optional Tridonic reflectors  
with 60° or 90°

 — Three predefined dimming levels

At a glance: Driver PRE

 — Dimming via one4all and ready2mains interface

 — Lifetime up to 50,000 hours

At a glance: Modules SLE G6 ADV, SNC

 — Excellent colour rendering CRI 80 and 90

 — High colour consistency (MacAdam 3)

 — Improvement in efficiency of up to 5 %

 — 5 cm housing for ADVANCED modules

Dimmable complete ready-to-apply solution for downlights
In ready2apply product, the LED module, LED Driver, heat sink and 
lens form a single unit. The new Engine DLA ClickDIM makes it pos-
sible to select three predefined dimming levels using a normal wall 
switch. The integrated ClickDIM LED Driver provides the technical ba-
sis for switching between full brightness (100 %), energy-saving mode 
(50 %) and a minimum level (10 %) in a quick and uncomplicated way.

Dimmable constant-voltage LED Driver
For high-precision solutions like cove lighting or other decorative 
applications, the LED Driver PREMIUM is available in two versions, 
both specially tailored to meet the requirements of flexible LED strips. 
The Stretched Compact version features pluggable cable strain relief 
for  particularly ease of installation. The dimensions of the new Linear 
Low-Profile version are such that this version is ideal for direct instal-
lation in aluminium profiles.

Quality across the board
In its sixth generation, the LED module SLE offers an increase in effi-
ciency of up to 5 percent and the portfolio has also been restructured. 
Within the new product series there is an ideal LED module for every 
spotlight and downlight, from low-cost versions with high luminous 
flux to extremely powerful models to meet the highest demands in 
terms of quality and efficiency. There is also more variety and quality 
in colour rendering, with the much improved RI 9 value at CRI 80. 
There are options available with a CRI of 90 available for particularly 
demanding requirements.

New Linear-Low-Profile  
casing type, 100 W

New with 150 W

Module SLE G6  
ADVANCED, ESSENCE
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Module QLE  
ESSENCE

ACQ mounting bracket

Highlights 02-16

Office and Education
Driver ADV, module QLE SNC, ACQ mounting bracket

At a glance: Driver ADV

 — Flicker index ≤ 5%

 — Fixed output built-in LED Driver

 — Flexible current selection (Five-Step),  
reduction of warehousing

Constant-current LED Driver with reduced flicker
The new LED Driver ADVANCED combines good performance with 
a high degree of flexibility and an attractive price by reducing flicker 
on a minimum and making it possible to flexibly adjust the luminous 
flux. In combination with LED module LLE G4 ADVANCED, optimum 
operation is also guaranteed – particularly in typical usage areas such 
as linear and surface lighting in office applications.

At a glance: Module QLE SNC

 — Low-cost module with high efficiency

 — Self-cooling (no heat sink required)

 — Low installation/wiring costs

At a glance: ACQ mounting bracket

 — PUSH-FIX mounting

 — Correct distancing of QLE LED modules

 — Cable tray for sensor cable

Solid performance at optimum price
An efficient louvre luminaire that provides homogeneous light need 
not be expensive because only one LED module QLE SNC is sufficient 
for a traditional louvre luminaire. The time and cost of installation and 
wiring are correspondingly low. Despite the low price the luminaire 
does not suffer in terms of homogeneity or efficiency. Specially ar-
ranged LED chips  provide enough freedom to achieve a low mounting 
depth of 70 mm. There is no need for a heat sink. For SELV operation 
the new area modules are also offered with a module forward voltage 
of < 60 V. 

Simple installation with the appropriate accessories
The ACQ mounting bracket enables LED module QLE G1 ADV-SE and 
QLE G4 ADV to be mounted at the right spacing from one another 
in the luminaire. A sensor can be installed in the recess between two 
mounting brackets and the cable laid in the cable clamps on the top.

New with 38 W/ 53 W/69 W/71 W
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Module CLE highbay

Module QLE highbay

Highlights 02-16

Outdoor and Industry
Module CLE and QLE INDUSTRY ADV, driver INDUSTRY EXC

At a glance: Module QLE and CLE IND ADV

 — High colour rendering index CRI 80

 — Uncomplicated handling

 — Nominal life of up to 100,000 hours

Reliable light for every need
The long operating times and harsh environments of industrial 
environments place heavy demands on any lighting system, whilst 
the maintenance often comes with major effort, upheaval and high 
costs. For industrial applications, Tridonic combines the benefits of 
the indoor segment with those of outdoor products. This results in 
LED solutions with high efficiency, low standby losses and increased 
dielectric strength for extended temperature ranges.

Many different designs for industrial applications
LED module CLE and QLE INDUSTRY ADVANCED are additions to 
the existing linear range and therefore increase the variety of designs 
for diffused panel luminaires in industry. They are designed primarily 
for open production sites and sports halls. The great advantage for 
luminaire manufacturers is their ease of handling: Plug terminals make 
the modules easy simple to wire. Clips and screws enable the modules 
to be installed quickly and easily. 

At a glance: Driver INDUSTRY EXC

 — Constant-current LED Driver for luminaire installation

 — Adjustable current from 200 – 1,050 mA

 — Extended temperature range of –25 to + 60 °C (moderate 
 environments) and –40 to +70 °C (harsh environments)

Highly efficient in moderate and harsh environments
The new LED Driver INDUSTRY EXCITE have been designed 
specifically for luminaire installation in industrial applications. They 
combine the necessary reliability, long life and high degree of flex-
ibility. Appropriate products are available for harsh and moderate 
environments. For an extremely wide range of applications extra 
large operating windows ensure optimum connection to the various 
LED modules. Dimming and configuring is done directly via the 
mains thanks to the smart ready2mains interface.

Variants for harsh and  
moderate environments
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Outdoor and Industry
Module CLE and QLE INDUSTRY ADV, driver INDUSTRY EXC

Tridonic products used

 — Module LLE

 — Module SLE

 — Driver LCI

 — LED Chain CRYSTA SELECT

 — Driver LCU Watch Video

The Müller retail chain has opted for LED technology from Tridonic for 
equipping its new retail outlets and for upgrading its existing shops. 
One of the main tasks facing Tridonic was to replace the TCL lamps in 
the existing ceiling louvre luminaires with suitable LED components 
while retaining the outward appearance of the luminaires. Offering 
potential energy savings of more than 50 percent compared with the 
previous lighting, the LED solution from Tridonic for the ceiling louvre 
luminaires is one of the key components in the new lighting system 
for Müller. In all, there are ten different lighting situations that meet 
the various lighting requirements in the Müller store concept and 
which feature LED technology from Tridonic.

Highlights 02-16

Tridonic systems in use
Müller retail chain

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Frqc-zYrUpU


Light you want to follow.
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Headquarters
Tridonic GmbH & Co KG
Färbergasse 15 | 6851 Dornbirn, Austria 
T +43 5572 395-0 | F +43 5572 20176
www.tridonic.com | sales@tridonic.com 

natureOffice.com | AT-101-130426

PEFC/06-38-214

PEFC certified

This product is from sus-
tainably managed forests, 
recycled and controlled 
sources.

www.pefc.de


